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Abstract. We present a comparison of Karlsruhe XCO

records (April 2010–December 2014) from the Total Carbon

Column Observing Network (TCCON) and from the spec-

tral region covered by the Network for the Detection of At-

mospheric Composition Change (NDACC). The Karlsruhe

TCCON Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer al-

lows us to record spectra in the mid-infrared (MIR) and near-

infrared (NIR) spectral region simultaneously, which makes

Karlsruhe a favourable FTIR site to directly compare mea-

surements from both spectral regions. We compare XCO

retrieved from the fundamental absorption band at 4.7 µm

(as used by NDACC) and first overtone absorption band at

2.3 µm (TCCON-style measurements). We observe a bias of

(4.47± 0.17) ppb between both data sets with a standard de-

viation of 2.39 ppb in seasonal variation. This corresponds to

a relative bias of (4.76± 0.18) % and a standard deviation of

2.28 %. We identify different sources which contribute to the

observed bias (air-mass-independent correction factor, air-

mass-dependent correction factor, isotopic identities, differ-

ing a priori volume mixing ratio profiles) and quantify their

contributions. We show that the seasonality in the residual of

NDACC and TCCON XCO can be largely explained by the

smoothing effect caused by differing averaging kernel sensi-

tivities between the MIR and NIR spectral region. This study

aims to improve the comparability of NDACC and TCCON

XCO validation data sets as desired for potential future satel-

lite missions and model studies.

1 Introduction

Carbon monoxide (CO) is an atmospheric trace gas which is

of utmost importance for air quality studies. Natural sources

of CO in the troposphere are soils, plants, oceans, natu-

ral bush, and forest fires. In the stratosphere, the oxida-

tion of methane (CH4) and other non-methane hydrocarbons

(NMHC) is the key driver in the production of atmospheric

CO (Daniel and Solomon, 1998). The main anthropogenic

sources of emitted CO into the atmosphere are incomplete

combustion of fossil fuels, biomass burning, and other in-

dustrial processes. The significance of CO for the forma-

tion of ozone (O3) directly influences the air quality in the

troposphere and stratosphere (Seiler and Fishman, 1981).

The primary sink of CO is the oxidation with the hydroxyl

radical OH (Spivakovsky et al., 2000). Therefore, elevated

global concentrations of CO implicitly affect global warm-

ing (Daniel and Solomon, 1998) and are of interest in today’s

environmental sciences.

Global measurements from space-based instruments pro-

vide valuable data records of CO concentrations and distribu-

tions in the Earth’s atmosphere. In recent years, several satel-

lite missions were launched and provided long-term observa-

tions of atmospheric CO (e.g. Buchwitz et al., 2007; Deeter

et al., 2003; Clerbaux et al., 2008). These measurements

are confirmed and validated by ground-based data records

which provide similar quantities as measured by satellite-

borne instruments (de Laat et al., 2010). Nevertheless, val-

idations and comparisons of retrieval results from different

remote sounders are not straightforward and still require ad-
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ditional mathematical methods as well as significant inter-

pretive work (Rodgers and Connor, 2003).

Currently, two global ground-based networks operating

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometers, namely the

Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON, Wunch

et al., 2011) and the Network for the Detection of Atmo-

spheric Composition Change (NDACC, Kurylo, 1991), pro-

vide primary validation data records of various atmospheric

components including CO.

The TCCON approximates column-averaged abundances

of several atmospheric gases which are subject to the usual

restrictions of the remote-sensing technique, e.g. non-perfect

averaging kernels and a priori knowledge. Currently, 23 glob-

ally distributed TCCON instruments measure column abun-

dances from solar absorption spectra in the near-infrared

(NIR) spectral region. The TCCON retrieval results are tied

to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) scale via

aircraft and AirCore profiles to account for systematic bi-

ases that are consistent throughout the network (Washen-

felder et al., 2006; Deutscher et al., 2010; Wunch et al.,

2010; Messerschmidt et al., 2011; Geibel et al., 2012; Karion

et al., 2010). Furthermore, the TCCON guidelines imply that

instruments and retrieval strategies (including spectroscopic

line lists, line shapes, etc.) are as similar as possible at each

site. This improves the site-to-site precision and accuracy.

TCCON CO retrievals are done from the 2.3 µm overtone ab-

sorption band, the same band which is used for retrievals of

data sets measured by e.g. the Scanning Imaging Absorption

Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY,

Bovensmann et al., 1999).

The NDACC first started measuring in 1991 and is com-

posed of more than 70 remote-sensing research stations.

The network aims to observe and understand the chemical

and physical conditions of the upper troposphere and strato-

sphere. Within the NDACC, the Infrared Working Group

(IRWG) consists of 22 sites spread worldwide that measure

absorption spectra in the mid-infrared (MIR) using direct

sunlight. Measurements are performed in spectral regions

as low as 720 cm−1 and up to 4400 cm−1. NDACC CO re-

trievals are done from the fundamental absorption band in

the MIR at 4.7 µm. NDACC-IRWG data have been widely

used for satellite validations and model studies (e.g. de Laat

et al., 2010; Sussmann et al., 2005).

Recently, Borsdorff et al. (2016) identified a global bias

of 4 ppb between NDACC and TCCON column-averaged

dry-air mole fractions of CO (XCO) retrievals when vali-

dating the SCIAMACHY XCO data product against both

ground-based networks. This discrepancy is confirmed by di-

rect comparison of XCO records at sites where both NDACC

and TCCON data sets are generated. Data from the Karl-

sruhe TCCON site provide a direct comparison of NDACC

and TCCON data sets since the spectrometer is an extension

over the standard TCCON set-up as a dichroic optic allows

us to record solar spectra in the MIR and NIR spectral do-

main simultaneously. Narrow filter bands in the MIR are de-

fined by optical filters as recommended by NDACC. Thus

the Karlsruhe instrument makes observations in the MIR re-

gion which are routinely done by NDACC stations, includ-

ing measurements of CO in the fundamental absorption band.

Therefore, the Karlsruhe instrument merges an NDACC and

TCCON spectrometer in one device.

The identification and quantification of differences be-

tween the NDACC and TCCON CO records (e.g. bias, sea-

sonality) is of interest for the validation of future satellite

missions like the Sentinel 5 Precursor to be launched in 2016

(Vidot et al., 2012). Furthermore, if an intercalibration pro-

cedure between NDACC and TCCON long-term CO time se-

ries can be established, a combined ground-based data record

of both networks can improve the spatial and temporal cov-

erage of CO data, which is desirable for model studies and

validations.

In this paper, we describe the particular Karlsruhe FTIR

set-up (Sect. 2) and present the different retrieval strate-

gies for spectra recorded in the MIR and NIR (Sect. 3).

We identify differences in the intercomparison of XCO from

both networks and quantify their origins, which improves

the comparability of XCO data records from both networks

(Sect. 4). Finally, we summarize and conclude our findings

in Sect. 5.

2 Karlsruhe FTIR instrumentation

The Karlsruhe FTIR instrument is located at the Karl-

sruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Campus North (49.1◦ N,

8.4◦ E, 110 m a.s.l.). Karlsruhe experiences a mild climate

similar to most cities in the mid-western part of Europe. The

flat terrain is a favourable scene for model studies and nadir-

looking satellite overpasses. Since 2009, the FTIR spectrom-

eter has been part of the TCCON. The TCCON retrieves total

columns of CO2, CH4, CO, N2O, H2O, HF, and other atmo-

spheric gases from solar spectra in the NIR. These spectra are

recorded using a Bruker IFS 125 HR spectrometer (Bruker

Optics GmbH, Germany). The Karlsruhe FTIR instrumen-

tal set-up is an extension of the standard TCCON set-up

(Washenfelder et al., 2006; Wunch et al., 2011) as a dichroic

optic (cut-on at 5250 cm−1) allows measurements of solar

spectra in the MIR and NIR spectral domains simultaneously.

The dichroic reflects the MIR spectral domain and transmits

the NIR spectral range such that measurements for TCCON

and NDACC can be performed simultaneously. Spectral cov-

erage from 1900 to 11 000 cm−1 is achieved by simultaneous

operation of an indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs: from 5250

to 11 000 cm−1) and indium antimonide (InSb: from 1900 to

5250 cm−1) detector.

Whereas the Karlsruhe device differs from the standard

TCCON set-up, it is typical from the NDACC perspective.

Narrow filter bands are defined by optical filters mounted

in front of the InSb diode. Operation of that diode enables

the measurement of gases which are routinely measured by
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NDACC stations in the MIR, e.g. NO, HCl, HCN, C2H2,

C2H4, NO2, and C2H6. Additionally the fundamental absorp-

tion band of CO lies in the covered spectral range. Although

the Karlsruhe instrument conforms to almost all the NDACC

criteria, it does not cover the full spectral range as recom-

mended by NDACC (as low as 720 cm−1) due to the lack of

a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector. Therefore, re-

trievals of e.g. ozone (O3) at 1000 cm−1 are not performed in

Karlsruhe.

Due to the simultaneous recording in the MIR and NIR,

the total column of O2 retrieved from the 7885 cm−1 ab-

sorption band in the NIR can be used to calculate column-

averaged dry-air mole fractions (DMFs) for gases retrieved

from MIR spectra. This is superior to standard NDACC in-

struments, which in general do not have access to the oxy-

gen absorption band located in the NIR. Dividing the to-

tal column of the gas of interest by the total column of O2

minimizes measurement and instrumental errors which are

common to both gases (e.g. solar tracker mis-pointing, in-

strumental line shape errors, zero-level offsets) and improves

the precision of the measurement (Washenfelder et al., 2006;

Wunch et al., 2011).

For TCCON-style CO measurements the instrument is op-

erated at a maximum optical path difference (OPDmax) of

45 cm, leading to a spectral resolution of 0.02 cm−1, while

NDACC-style CO measurements are recorded at an OPDmax

of 180 cm.

3 Retrieval strategies

Karlsruhe retrievals in the NIR are performed by an adjusted

TCCON retrieval strategy which compensates for spectral

baseline modulations introduced by the dichroic optic (Kiel

et al., 2016). MIR retrievals are performed following the

NDACC-IRWG retrieval parameter guidelines. The NDACC

retrieval methodology relies on narrow spectral windows,

typically up to several wave numbers wide. TCCON instead

prefers wider spectral windows which might include an en-

tire molecular absorption band of the gas of interest. Using

whole absorption bands of molecules minimizes temperature

sensitivities and this methodology reduces noise errors of re-

trieved total columns. In the next sections, we present the

retrieval strategies for CO in the MIR and NIR and we study

the impact of different a priori information and spectroscopic

parameters on retrieved column abundances.

3.1 NDACC retrieval strategy for CO

For the analysis of spectra recorded in the MIR, we use

the retrieval algorithm PROFFIT (Hase et al., 2004), which

is widely used within NDACC and for analyses of low-

resolution spectra as recorded with EM27/SUN spectrom-

eters (Bruker Optics GmbH, Germany; Gisi et al., 2012;

Hase et al., 2015; Frey et al., 2015; Klappenbach et al.,

Figure 1. A priori VMR profiles used for the TCCON retrieval of

NIR spectra (daily varying profile) and for the NDACC retrieval of

MIR spectra (one fixed profile).

Figure 2. Spectral fits and residuals for CO for one particular Karl-

sruhe spectrum recorded in the MIR for the three narrow band spec-

tral windows.

2015). PROFFIT is a nonlinear least-squares fitting algo-

rithm which analyses solar absorption spectra on the ba-

sis of inversion methods. The algorithm can handle several

spectral windows and target gases simultaneously. In addi-

tion to the scaling of a priori volume mixing ratio (VMR)

profiles (scaling retrieval), PROFFIT is also able to retrieve

the vertical gas profile (profile retrieval). The latter is used

in this study to retrieve total columns of CO from MIR

spectra. PROFFIT is utilized for a full profile retrieval us-

ing an inverse covariance. To retrieve total columns of CO

from MIR spectra, we use three narrow spectral windows in

the CO fundamental absorption band ranging from 2057.5

to 2058.2 cm−1, from 2069.4 to 2069.9 cm−1, and from

2140.4 to 2141.4 cm−1 (Kramer, 2007). We apply a con-

strained profile retrieval similar to the retrieval strategy de-

scribed by Sussmann et al. (2011) for CH4. We use a first-

order Tikonhov–Phillips regularization (L1) on a logarithmic
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Table 1. Retrieval strategies for CO for spectra recorded in the MIR and NIR spectral region.

NDACC retrieval TCCON retrieval

spectral windows
[
cm−1

]
2057.5–2058.2 4208.7–4257.3

2069.4–2069.9 4262.0–4318.8

2157.5–2159.2

interfering gases CO2, OCS, O3, N2O, H2O CH4, H2O, HDO

retrieval algorithm PROFFIT V9.6 GGG2014 (GFIT)

line list HITRAN 2008, based on

HITRAN 2009 (H2O, HDO) HITRAN 2012

retrieval constraint Tikhonov–Phillips scaling of a priori VMR profile

L1 regularization

(DOF∗ ≈ 3.0)

a priori VMR profile WACCM V.6 (fixed) based on in situ

measurements (daily)

∗ degrees of freedom (DOF)

scale (Hase et al., 2004; Schneider et al., 2006). The signal-

to-noise ratio is empirically obtained from the fit residual and

the regularization strength is tuned such that approximately

3 degrees of freedom are reached. The a priori VMR profile

is obtained from the Whole Atmospheric Chemistry Climate

Model (WACCM; Garcia et al., 2007) as recommended by

NDACC. We use one fixed a priori VMR profile for the entire

temporal range of our study (April 2010–December 2014)

which represents the average obtained from model runs from

1980 to 2020 for Karlsruhe (see Fig. 1). We use the High

Resolution Transmission (HITRAN; Rothman et al., 2009)

line list from 2008 in its original form for CO and interfer-

ing species (see Table 1) except for H2O and HDO. For H2O

and HDO we use the HITRAN 2009 line list update. Spectral

fits and residuals (the difference between the computed and

measured spectrum) for CO for one particular measurement

in the MIR are depicted in Fig. 2. We use pressure and tem-

perature profiles allowing for intra-day variability based on

eight individual profiles for one measurement day. These pro-

files are taken from measurements obtained from instruments

installed at the Karlsruhe meteorological tall tower (200 m),

which is located at KIT near the FTIR observatory, and the

Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Appli-

cations (MERRA; Rienecker et al., 2011) model data, which

provide temperature and pressure profiles on a 1.25◦× 1.25◦

grid, from 1000 to 0.1 hPa, eight times per day. For each of

the eight time points, the solar position is calculated and the

pressure and temperature along the unrefracted path of the

solar radiation is retrieved from the model data (Gisi et al.,

2012).

3.2 TCCON retrieval strategy for CO

For TCCON-style measurements in the NIR, the recorded in-

terferograms are analysed with the GGG2014 Software Suite

which includes GFIT, a nonlinear least-squares spectral fit-

ting algorithm (Wunch et al., 2015). Total columns of CO

Figure 3. Spectral fits for one particular Karlsruhe spectrum

recorded in the NIR; spectral fit and residual for CO in the 4208.7

to 4257.3 cm−1 (upper panel) and 4262.0 to 4328.8 cm−1 (lower

panel) spectral window.

are retrieved by scaling an a priori VMR profile. GFIT uses

daily a priori VMR profiles which are generated by a set of

empirical functions that are optimized to fit in situ measure-

ments (e.g. Toon, 1991; Messerschmidt et al., 2011; Geibel

et al., 2012; Karion et al., 2010; Wofsy, 2011). The TC-

CON a priori VMR profiles used in this study are depicted

in Fig. 1. To retrieve total columns of CO from NIR spectra,

two broad spectral windows in the CO overtone absorption
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band ranging from 4208.7 to 4257.3 cm−1 and from 4262.0

to 4318.8 cm−1 are fitted. Interfering species are CH4, H2O,

and HDO. For TCCON-style CO retrievals, an adopted HI-

TRAN 2012 line list (Rothman et al., 2013) is used. For H2O,

many changes were applied to the original list throughout the

4000 to 6000 cm−1 region based on fits made to Kitt Peak

laboratory spectra (Wunch et al., 2015). Spectral fits for CO

for one particular measurement in the NIR are depicted in

Fig. 3. Ten minute means of the ground pressure and surface

temperature obtained from the Karlsruhe tall tower are used

as auxiliary data for the Karlsruhe TCCON retrievals. A sum-

mary of the CO retrieval strategies for MIR and NIR spectra

is given in Table 1.

3.3 Calculation of DMFs

To calculate column-averaged DMFs of CO, namely XCO,

the total column amount of CO (CCO) is divided by the total

column of dry air (Cdryair):

XCO=
CCO

Cdryair

. (1)

For TCCON, Cdryair is determined via the total column of

O2 (CO2
) retrieved from the 7885 cm−1 absorption band in

the NIR divided by an assumed dry-air mole fraction of O2

(0.2095):

Cdryair =
CO2

0.2095
. (2)

In general, standard NDACC instruments which only mea-

sure in the MIR do not have access to the O2 absorption band

in the NIR. Instead, Cdryair can be calculated on the basis of

the ground pressure pg and the total column of water vapour

(CH2O):

Cdryair =
pg

g ·mdryair

−
CH2O ·mH2O

mdryair

. (3)

Here, g represents the gravitational acceleration whereas

mdryair and mH2O represent the molecular masses of dry air

and water vapour respectively.

Since the Karlsruhe FTIR set-up allows us to record spec-

tra in the MIR and NIR simultaneously, we use Eq. (2)

to calculate XCO from the fundamental absorption band in

the MIR instead of Eq. (3). The advantage of calculating

DMFs using Eq. (2) is that solar tracker problems lead-

ing to mis-pointing and zero-level offsets can be minimized

since both CCO and Cdryair are affected by the particular er-

ror in the same way. Therefore, for NDACC FTIR sites it

is worth considering extending the accessible spectral range

to the 7885 cm−1 O2 absorption band to minimize such er-

rors. For the retrieval of O2, both retrieval algorithms, GFIT

and PROFFIT, scale an altitude-independent a priori VMR

profile using the spectral window ranging from 7765.0 to

8005.0 cm−1. The corresponding spectral fits retrieved by

GFIT and PROFFIT are depicted in Fig. 4.

The CO2
from the 7885 cm−1 absorption band retrieved

with GGG2014 and PROFFIT are in good agreement

(see Fig. A1 in Appendix A). We identify a bias of

(0.04± 0.02) % with a standard deviation of 0.09 %. Using

Eq. (3) to determine Cdryair for MIR spectra (using PROFFIT

for the H2O retrieval) indicates a bias of (−2.28± 0.01) %

with a standard deviation of 0.13 % (see Fig. A2 in Ap-

pendix A) when compared with Cdryair obtained from Eq. (2)

(using GGG2014). The small standard deviation indicates

that the improvement achieved by dividing by CO2
does not

offer a significant improvement for a species of large natu-

ral variability observed with state-of-the-art NDACC instru-

mentations. The bias of −2.28 % is mainly due to spectro-

scopic inadequacies attributed to oxygen line intensity errors

and is in good agreement with a bias of −2.27 % observed

by Washenfelder et al. (2006). However, despite the constant

bias, the advantage of Eq. (2) is that errors in retrieved total

columns of H2O as well as rare but still possible inadequacies

in measurements of the ground pressure due to instrument

failure do not contribute to the total dry-air column. More-

over, errors that are common to CO and O2 are minimized,

e.g. mis-pointing of the solar tracker and zero-level offsets,

and hence a direct comparison of XCO from the fundamental

and the first overtone absorption band is improved.

TCCON measurements are tied to the WMO scale. Calcu-

lated DMFs retrieved in the NIR are divided by a correction

factor determined via in situ aircraft measurements flown

over TCCON sites (Washenfelder et al., 2006; Deutscher

et al., 2010; Wunch et al., 2010; Messerschmidt et al., 2011;

Geibel et al., 2012). For TCCON XCO the correction fac-

tor is 1.0672. For MIR retrievals, we do not apply a post-

processing correction.

3.4 Impact of a priori choice

The choice of a priori information influences the retrieved

column abundances and has to be taken into account for an

intercomparison of different soundings (Rodgers and Con-

nor, 2003). We follow the MIR and NIR retrieval strategies

with (1) the standard a priori VMR profiles and (2) switched

a priori profiles for both retrieval strategies. For the analy-

sis we use data from April 2010 to December 2014 and cal-

culate daily means for days with at least two measurements.

The seasonal bias induced by the change of the a priori VMR

profile for the NDACC XCO retrieval is shown in Fig. 5. We

identify a bias of (−0.20± 0.18) ppb in the absolute differ-

ence time series and a seasonal cycle with a standard devia-

tion of 0.39 ppb.

The absolute difference time series for the XCO TCCON

scaling retrieval using different a priori VMR profiles is

shown in Fig. 6. The number of daily means is larger in the

TCCON time series (487 days) than in the NDACC time se-

ries (295 days), because we only take into account days with

more than one spectrum per day. Typically, we alternately

record spectra by using different narrow band filters mounted

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2223/2016/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2223–2239, 2016
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Figure 4. Spectral fits and residuals for one particular Karlsruhe

spectrum recorded in the NIR for O2 retrieved with PROFFIT (up-

per panel) and GGG2014 (lower panel). Residuals in the NIR are

smaller due to the adoption of H2O absorption line parameters in

the line list used for the TCCON retrieval.

Figure 5. Upper panel: daily mean time series of XCO retrieved

from MIR spectra using different a priori VMR profiles; lower

panel: the absolute difference time series shows the impact of

changing the a priori profiles.

in front of the InSb diode while simultaneously recording

NIR spectra with the InGaAs diode. However, the narrow

band filters in front of the InSb diode are shuffled in an order

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 for XCO retrieved from NIR spectra using

the TCCON retrieval strategy with changed a priori VMR profiles.

that every other spectrum covers the CO first overtone band,

leading to a larger number of TCCON-style CO measure-

ments than NDACC-style measurements covering the funda-

mental band. For the TCCON XCO time series we identify

a significant bias of (0.30± 0.12) ppb with a standard devi-

ation of 1.15 ppb in the seasonal variation. Using one fixed

a priori VMR profile is a poor choice for a scaling retrieval

since it depends on the shape of the VMR profile which, in

general, changes over the year and seasons. Therefore, it is

important to use variable daily VMR profiles when perform-

ing a scaling retrieval. In general, it is better to use the same

a priori VMR profile when comparing two different remote

sounders. The retrieved profile x can be expressed as

x = A
(
xtrue− xapriori

)
+ xapriori+ ε. (4)

Here, xtrue represents the true atmospheric profile, xapriori

the used a priori VMR profile, ε the random and systematic

error term, and A the averaging kernel matrix. Therefore, us-

ing a common a priori profile leads to the same value for the

difference
(
xtrue− xapriori

)
for both retrieval strategies and

eliminates differences in a direct comparison of TCCON and

NDACC data due to differing a priori VMR profiles. Never-

theless, the term A
(
xtrue− xapriori

)
in Eq. (4), here referred

to as smoothing effect, still has to be taken into account for

an intercomparison. Typically, A is different for different re-

mote sounders and also influences a direct comparison (see

Sect. 4.2).

3.5 Impact of line list choice

HITRAN (Rothman et al., 2009, 2013) provides spectro-

scopic parameters (e.g. line intensities, self-broadening coef-

ficients, air-broadening coefficients, temperature-dependent

coefficients) which are used by both retrieval algorithms

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2223–2239, 2016 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2223/2016/
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Figure 7. Upper panel: daily mean time series of XCO retrieved

from MIR spectra following the NDACC retrieval methodology for

the HITRAN 2008 (HIT08) and HITRAN 2012 (HIT12) spectro-

scopic line lists; lower panel: the absolute difference time series

shows the impact from the change of spectroscopic parameters.

(GFIT and PROFFIT) for the forward simulation. For CO

retrievals, the TCCON uses spectroscopic parameters based

on the HITRAN 2012 line list, whereas the NDACC uses the

HITRAN 2008 compilation. We expect that an update from

HITRAN 2008 to HITRAN 2012 has minimal impact on the

NDACC CO retrieval in the MIR since major changes of the

parameters in the 2012 version were primarily applied to the

first overtone band in the NIR (Rothman et al., 2013). The

NDACC CO time series retrieved with changed HITRAN

line lists is depicted in Fig. 7. A bias of (0.05± 0.17) ppb

is induced with a standard deviation of 0.03 ppb in the sea-

sonal variation. The observed peaks in 1XCO during win-

ter are due to line list changes: HITRAN 2012 adds non-

zero air-pressure-induced line shifts for the target lines of

the NDACC CO retrieval, while the pressure broadening pa-

rameters remain unchanged. Due to the fact that an observed

spectral line is comprised of absorption contributions from

different altitudes, this generates an additional smear of the

absorption along the spectral abscissa. As a consequence,

in the case of an optically thick line, a smaller number of

molecules is required for generating the same attenuation of

the solar radiation (spectrally integrated over the whole line)

and thereby slightly reduces the retrieved column values.

Accordingly, this effect is revealed by depicting the CO

slant column and its change for different line lists (see

Fig. A3 in Appendix A).

Nevertheless, changes in the retrieved CO total columns

are rather small using the updated HITRAN 2012 line list.

Therefore, the different choice of spectroscopic parameters

does not substantially affect the comparison of NDACC and

TCCON CO data records.

Figure 8. Upper panel: daily mean time series of XCO retrieved

from MIR and NIR spectra using the NDACC and TCCON retrieval

strategy respectively; lower panel: scatter graph of NDACC and TC-

CON daily means. The slope was obtained from a linear fit forced

through zero.

4 Direct comparison

We compare the XCO time series as retrieved (see Fig. 8,

upper panel) using the TCCON and NDACC retrieval as de-

scribed in Table 1. Figure 8 (lower panel) shows a 1 : 1 plot

of the NDACC and TCCON daily means from April 2010 to

December 2014. The slope obtained from a linear fit forced

through zero is significantly different from 1 (0.952244).

This corresponds to a bias between both time series. The ab-

solute difference time series (NDACC–TCCON) of the same

data is shown in Fig. 9 (upper panel). We identify a bias of

(4.47± 0.17) ppb with a clear difference in seasonality (stan-

dard deviation of 2.06 ppb). In the next sections we analyse

the origin of the bias and seasonality when comparing TC-

CON and NDACC XCO data.

4.1 Analysis of bias

We show that the bias is mainly induced by scaling the TC-

CON data to the WMO scale. As described in Sect. 3.2,

TCCON measurements are tied to the WMO scale by di-

viding DMFs of the target gas by an air-mass-independent
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Figure 9. Daily mean absolute difference time series (NDACC–

TCCON) of XCO for the standard retrievals (first panel, labelled as

“ORIGINAL”), no air-mass-independent correction factor (AI) ap-

plied (second panel), no air-mass-dependent correction factor (AD)

applied (third panel), a modified treatment of isotopic identities ap-

plied for the MIR retrieval (ISO, fourth panel), and used common

a priori (AP) VMR profiles (fifth panel). Zero lines are marked red

and are for eye-guidance only.

correction factor (AI) determined via in situ measure-

ments over TCCON sites. For XCO this correction fac-

tor is 1.0672. NDACC measurements are not tied to the

WMO scale and no correction factor is applied in the

post-processing routine. The absolute difference time series

(NDACC–TCCON) without applying AI to TCCON XCO is

shown in Fig. 9 (second panel). The mean offset is reduced

to (−1.71± 0.17) ppb. Therefore, not applying AI reduces

the bias and changes sign. For future studies, it would be

favourable to determine an AI for the NDACC XCO data set

in the same way as for TCCON. An in situ calibration for

NDACC XCO data will most likely improve the consistency

between both data sets and will tie the NDACC XCO product

to the WMO scale. Since an aircraft overflight can be a very

involved and expensive undertaking, a scaling of the NDACC

XCO data set to the TCCON XCO data might be an alterna-

tive to an aircraft overflight. NDACC XCO can be tied to the

WMO scale via an intercalibration factor obtained from the

intercomparison of NDACC and TCCON XCO. For Karl-

sruhe we determine a factor of 1.048 with an corresponding

error of 0.002. Therefore, for a joint use of Karlsruhe MIR

and NIR XCO, we recommend dividing NDACC XCO by

this intercalibration factor. Moreover, a global multi-station

intercalibration factor for NDACC and TCCON XCO is de-

sirable and will be subject of future studies.

TCCON data are also corrected for air-mass-dependent

artefacts. The air-mass-dependent correction factor (AD) is

applied to the column-averaged mole fractions of CO. AD

is determined from the symmetric component of the diurnal

variation. A detailed description of the method to determine

the correction factor and its value is given in Wunch et al.

(2011) and Wunch et al. (2015). Here we analyse the impact

of applying AD in the post-processing routine of GGG2014

on TCCON measurement. XCO retrieved with and without

AD with respect to the solar zenith angle (SZA) is depicted

in Fig. A4 in Appendix A. If AD is applied, XCO is ele-

vated for large SZA and a possible air-mass-dependence is

corrected. The change in XCO due to AD and the difference

between TCCON and NDACC XCO is shown in Fig. A5 in

Appendix A.1XCO between NDACC and TCCON is closer

to 0 for large SZA (> 50◦) when no AD is applied, whereas

applying AD reduces the SZA dependence, which leads to a

constant offset between NDACC and TCCON XCO for all

SZA. This behaviour is reflected in the difference time se-

ries (see Fig. 9, third panel). The bias is further reduced to

(−1.00± 0.17) ppb when we do not apply AD to TCCON

XCO at the expense of an air-mass dependence. For NDACC

no clear air-mass dependence is observed and consequently

no post-processing air-mass correction is required.

Furthermore, we analyse how isotopic identities of spec-

tral lines lying in the chosen spectral windows influence

the observed bias. Basically, line intensities in the HITRAN

line list are multiplied by the standard isotopic abundances

derived from De Biévre et al. (1984). Hence, both re-

trieval algorithms return the total VMR of CO, regardless

of the isotopic identity of the spectral lines in the used

spectral windows. The broad spectral windows used for

the TCCON retrieval are dominated by spectral lines from

the most abundant CO isotopologue (12C16O), whereas the

NDACC retrieval strategy takes into account solar absorption

lines from the two most abundant isotopologues 12C16O (at

2158.3 cm−1) and 13C16O (at 2057.86 and 2069.66 cm−1).
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If atmospheric isotopic ratios deviate from the De Biévre

et al. (1984) reference values, GGG2014 parameterizes the

atmospheric fractionation using improved values. For the

two most abundant isotopologues, 12C16O and 13C16O,

GGG2014 uses an altitude-independent δ13C(CO) value (the

ratio of the isotopologues 13C16O and 12C16O) of −27 ‰

(Wang et al., 2012). This parameter corrects for spectro-

scopic inconsistencies and therefore mainly represents spec-

troscopic biases between different isotopologues. This is not

taken into account in the standard MIR retrieval. Thus, we

apply the same isotopic treatment for 12C16O and 13C16O as

used in the TCCON for the NDACC retrieval. We expect a

reduction of the observed bias since two of the spectral win-

dows in the MIR contain 13C16O absorption lines. The dif-

ference time series when the modified treatment of isotopic

identities in the MIR is applied is shown in Fig. 9 (fourth

panel). We identify a bias of (−0.55± 0.18) ppb. In general,

it might be better to use a CO retrieval strategy in the MIR

with a modified treatment of different isotopic identities or

as an alternative to use narrow spectral windows containing

absorption lines without mixed isotopic identities.

In addition, to eliminate the impact of differing a priori

VMR profiles, we follow the NDACC retrieval strategy using

the TCCON daily a priori VMR profiles. From our findings

in Sect. 3.4 we expect a rather small impact of the choice

of the a priori VMR profile on the observed bias. The dif-

ference time series using common a priori VMR profiles is

depicted in Fig. 9 (fifth panel). The bias is further reduced to

(−0.35± 0.18) ppb.

Although we are able to quantify the largest proportions

which contribute to the bias between NDACC and TCCON

data, we still identify a remaining bias of about −0.35 ppb.

Further differences might be induced by inconsistencies in

spectroscopic parameters for MIR and NIR spectral ranges.

Changes in HITRAN 2012 were mainly applied to the

CO overtone absorption band in the NIR (e.g. line intensi-

ties, self- and air-broadening parameters, temperature depen-

dence, and air-induced line shifts) while line intensities, tem-

perature dependence, etc. remained unchanged in the MIR

spectral domain. Furthermore, TCCON uses a customized

HITRAN 2012 CO line list in the NIR, whereas we use the

HITRAN 2008 line list in its original form for CO NDACC

retrievals. Furthermore, we can rule out that the remaining

bias is induced by the calculation of XCO. Our findings in

Sect. 3.3 revealed that the total column of O2 retrieved from

GGG2014 and PROFFIT is in good agreement and has neg-

ligible impact on the observed bias. The same holds for our

findings in Sect. 3.5, which have shown that the impact of

different spectroscopic parameters on the bias is not signifi-

cant.

4.2 Analysis of seasonality

Our comparison shows a clear seasonal variation with a stan-

dard deviation of 2.06 ppb in the difference time series (see

Fig. 9, upper panel). This seasonality is related to differing

averaging kernels (AVKs) in the MIR and NIR, which are a

function of pressure, slant column, and solar zenith angle and

therefore variable with season. To estimate the smoothing ef-

fect in our comparison, we apply Eq. (4) for TCCON and

NDACC AVKs assuming simulated model profiles as true at-

mospheric profiles. We retrieve NDACC and TCCON XCO

using common a priori VMR profiles (daily TCCON a priori

VMR profiles) to eliminate the effect of differing prior infor-

mation (see Sect. 3.4). We expect to see a similar seasonality

(with a comparable amplitude and phase) in the residual of

the smoothed model data as in the original NDACC and TC-

CON XCO difference time series.

4.2.1 Applying averaging kernels

A smoothed profile xs can be computed when using e.g. a

simulated VMR profile xmodel as the true atmospheric pro-

file. This leads to

xs = A
(
xmodel− xapriori

)
+ xapriori+ ε. (5)

The difference 1xs between smoothed profiles using dif-

fering MIR and NIR AVKs is given by

1xs = (AMIR−NIR)
(
xmodel− xapriori

)
. (6)

Here, AMIR and ANIR represent the differing NDACC and

TCCON AVKs (see Figs. 10 and 11). Note, Eq. (6) only

holds when we use a common a priori VMR profile and de-

scribes the impact from differing AVKs on the retrieved total

columns when integrated over pressure layers, which is of

major interest in our analysis.

4.2.2 ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry

(EMAC) model data

We obtain the simulated CO profiles from the EMAC model.

This is a numerical chemistry and climate simulation system

that includes submodels describing tropospheric and middle-

atmospheric processes and their interaction with oceans,

land, and human influences (Jöckel et al., 2006). It uses

the second version of the Modular Earth Submodel Sys-

tem (MESSy2) to link multi-institutional computer codes

(Jöckel et al., 2010). The core atmospheric model is the fifth-

generation European Centre Hamburg general circulation

model (ECHAM5; Roeckner et al., 2006). For the present

study we applied EMAC (ECHAM5 version 5.3.02, MESSy

version 2.50) in the T42L39MA resolution, i.e. with a spheri-

cal truncation of T42 corresponding to approximately 2.8◦ by

2.8◦ in latitude and longitude with 39 vertical hybrid pres-

sure levels up to 0.01 hPa (approx. 80 km) and with a time

step of 10 min. The approximate vertical resolution in the

stratosphere is between 1.5 and 2.5 km, decreasing with al-

titude. The simulation includes a comprehensive chemistry

set-up from the troposphere to the lower mesosphere. Gas-

phase chemistry and heterogeneous reactions are calculated
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Figure 10. Column averaging kernels for the NDACC retrieval us-

ing MIR spectra. Different solar zenith angles (SZA) are colour

coded (upper panel). For a better visualization, column averaging

kernels are depicted for different CO slant columns (lower panel).

with the help of the submodels MECCA (Sander et al., 2005)

and MSBM (Kirner et al., 2011). The gas-phase reaction rate

coefficients for gas-phase reactions and absorption cross sec-

tions for photolysis are taken from Atkinson et al. (2007) and

Sander et al. (2011). A Newtonian relaxation technique for

the prognostic variables temperature, vorticity, divergence,

and the surface pressure is implemented in EMAC to re-

produce realistic synoptic conditions. We apply this nudging

technique in our simulations above the boundary layer and

below 1 hPa using the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al.,

2011) from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF).

4.2.3 Estimation of smoothing effect

For our study, we apply NDACC and TCCON AVKs to one

simulated CO profile (interpolated to the height levels used

in our retrievals) per day at 12:00:00 UTC (see Fig. 12). Fig-

ure 13 (upper panel) shows calculated XCO when we apply

Eq. (4) using differing AVKs and when we assume the simu-

lated CO EMAC profiles as true atmospheric VMR profiles.

Figure 11. Column averaging kernels (mean of kernels from both

NIR spectral windows) for the TCCON retrieval for different solar

zenith angles (SZAs). Intermediate kernels are obtained from lin-

early interpolated averaging kernels from one Karlsruhe measure-

ment day covering a wide range of SZA.

Figure 12. Simulated EMAC CO VMR profiles used in this study.

The residual (Fig. 13, lower panel) shows an oscillating be-

haviour with a standard deviation of 1.65 ppb in seasonality.

Our estimation shows that the smoothing effect induced due

to differing AVKs is not negligible when comparing NDACC

and TCCON XCO. The phase and amplitude of the oscil-

lation is comparable to the seasonality of the originally re-

trieved difference between TCCON and NDACC XCO (see

Fig. 13, lower panel). Therefore, the seasonal variation in

the comparison of NDACC and TCCON XCO data can be

largely explained by smoothing effects induced by differing

AVKs from our retrievals in the MIR and NIR. For the poten-

tial joint use of XCO from NDACC and TCCON as a vali-

dating data set, it is important to note that 1XCO changes in

sign with seasonality. Therefore, the impact of the smooth-

ing effect from differing MIR and NIR AVKs has to be taken
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Figure 13. Smoothed XCO time series using NDACC and TCCON

averaging kernels and simulated EMAC VMR profiles as the true

atmospheric profile (upper panel); the lower panel shows the differ-

ence time series of both smoothed time series and is an estimate of

the smoothing effect observed in the original time series, which rep-

resents the difference of the unmodified standard retrievals as used

for NDACC and TCCON (labelled as “ORIGINAL”). For a better

comparison of the seasonality, we removed the induced bias in both

time series.

into account when using NDACC and TCCON XCO as a

joint validation data set for different seasons.

5 Conclusions

In this work we compare Karlsruhe NDACC and TCCON

XCO retrievals (April 2010–December 2014) from the fun-

damental absorption band (4.7 µm) in the MIR and the first

overtone absorption band (2.3 µm) in the NIR. Karlsruhe is

a good site for a direct comparison of NDACC and TCCON

data records since the particular instrumental set-up allows

to record spectra in the MIR and NIR simultaneously. We

observe a bias of (4.47± 0.17) ppb between XCO retrieved

from NDACC and TCCON using different retrieval algo-

rithms and retrieval strategies. We identify and quantify dif-

ferent sources, which contribute to the observed bias. The

air-mass-independent correction factor (1.0672) which is ap-

plied to TCCON XCO in the post-processing routine is the

main source of the observed difference. The bias is reduced

to (−1.7± 0.17) ppb when this factor is not applied. Further-

more, the air-mass-dependent correction factor contributes

0.71 ppb to the overall bias whereas a TCCON compatible

treatment of different isotopic identities in the MIR retrieval

strategy reduces the bias by 0.45 ppb. The impact of different

a priori VMR profiles (0.20 ppb) and the choice of different

spectroscopic line lists (0.05 ppb) has minor influence on the

overall bias. A remaining bias of (−0.35± 0.18) ppb might

be subject to imperfect knowledge of the spectroscopic pa-

rameters in the MIR and NIR. The impact due to differences

in total columns of O2 for the calculation of DMFs is negligi-

ble with (0.04± 0.02) ppb. The seasonality in the residual of

NDACC and TCCON XCO (standard deviation of 2.06 ppb)

can be estimated by the smoothing effect caused by differ-

ing AVKs, which are a function of pressure, slant column,

and SZA and vary with season. For the future use of XCO

from NDACC and TCCON as a joint validation data set, it

would be desirable to obtain an air-mass-independent cor-

rection factor for NDACC XCO retrievals from aircraft over-

flights to improve the comparability between both XCO time

series. Until then, for a potential joint use of Karlsruhe XCO

from TCCON and NDACC it might be favourable to tie the

NDACC XCO time series to the WMO scale by dividing by

1.048, a scaling factor obtained from the difference between

Karlsruhe NDACC and TCCON XCO.
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Appendix A: Additional Figures

Figure A1. Upper panel: daily mean time series of Cdryair retrieved from the oxygen 7885 cm−1 absorption band using the PROFFIT and

GGG2014 retrieval algorithm; lower panel: relative difference time series (PROFFIT – GGG2014). The impact of the bias and standard

deviation in the seasonal cycle is rather small and only slightly affects XCO from MIR and NIR retrievals.

Figure A2. Retrieved total columns of dry air using Eq. (2) (GGG2014) and Eq. (3) (PROFFIT) are shown in the upper panel. The lower

panel shows the relative difference.
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Figure A3. Upper panel: daily mean time series of CO slant columns retrieved from MIR spectra for HITRAN 2008 (HIT08) and HITRAN

2012 (HIT12); the lower panel shows the relative difference time series. The maxima in both time series are in phase.

Figure A4. Air-mass-dependence of XCO split in months for NDACC (MIR) and TCCON with (AD) and without air-mass-dependent

correction factor (no AD).
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Figure A5. Air-mass-dependent XCO differences between NDACC and TCCON. Depicted are absolute differences between NDACC and

TCCON when AD is applied (MIR−NIR AD), NDACC and TCCON when no AD is applied (MIR−NIR no AD), and the direct impact of

applying AD in the TCCON retrieval (AD−no AD).
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